Clustering microarray-derived gene lists through implicit literature relationships.
Microarrays rapidly generate large quantities of gene expression information, but interpreting such data within a biological context is still relatively complex and laborious. New methods that can identify functionally related genes via shared literature concepts will be useful in addressing these needs. We have developed a novel method that uses implicit literature relationships (concepts related via shared, intermediate concepts) to cluster related genes. Genes are evaluated for implicit connections within a network of biomedical objects (other genes, ontological concepts and diseases) that are connected via their co-occurrences in Medline titles and/or abstracts. On the basis of these implicit relationships, individual gene pairs are scored using a probability-based algorithm. Scores are generated for all pairwise combinations of genes, which are then clustered based on the scores. We applied this method to a test set composed of nine functional groups with known relationships. The method scored highly for all nine groups and significantly better than a benchmark co-occurrence-based method for six groups. We then applied this method to gene sets specific to two previously defined breast tumor subtypes. Analysis of the results recapitulated known biological relationships and identified novel pathway relationships unique to each tumor subtype. We demonstrate that this method provides a valuable new means of identifying and visualizing significantly related genes within gene lists via their implicit relationships in the literature.